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On the Perturbation of Schur Complements inPositive Semide�nite MatricesG. W. StewartABSTRACTThis note gives perturbation bounds for the Schur complement of apositive de�nite matrix in a positive semide�nite matrix.Let A be a nonsingular matrix, and suppose A is embedded in a larger matrixP = �A B0B C�(here the prime does not denote a transpose). The Schur complement of A in Pis the matrix S = C �B0A�1B:Now suppose we replace P by~P = �A+ E B0 + F 0B + F C +G �where E, F , F 0, and G are presumed small. Then up to �rst order terms, theSchur complement of A+ E in ~P is~S �= S +G � F 0A�1B �B0A�1F +B0A�1EA�1B:It follows that in any consistent matrix normk ~S � Sk <� kGk+ kA�1BkkF 0k+ kB0A�1kkFk+ kA�1BkkB0A�1kkEk: (1)This bound pretty much sums up the perturbation theory of Schur comple-ments for general matrices. The error introduced into the Schur complement bythe perturbations is controled by the size of the quantities kA�1Bk and kB0A�1k.We can put the bounds in di�erent forms, say by assuming that the errors E, F ,F 0, and G are small compared to kAk, kBk, kB0k, and kCk, but the change ismerely cosmetic. 1



2 Schur ComplementsIt is far di�erent when P is positive semide�nite. (We write P B 0 to meanP is positive de�nite and P D 0 to mean that P is positive semide�nite). Thereare then special relations among the the submatrices. The matrix B0 is BT. Thematrices A, C, and S are positive semide�nite. As we shall see, the spectral normof B is bounded by the geometric mean of the norms of A and B. The purposeof this note is to show how these facts can be used to simplify the general bound(1) in such a way that it depends only on the condition of A. The chief technicaldi�culty is that perturbations of P can make it inde�nite and destroy the nicerelations between the submatrices. But as we will see, a small correction factor issu�cient to handle this problem.1Speci�cally we are going to prove the following theorem, in which k � k denotesthe spectral norm (see [2] for a de�nition and properties).Theorem. Let A B 0and P � �A BTB C � D 0:Let ~P = �A+ E BT + FB + F C +G � � � ~A ~BT~B ~C � ;where E is symmetric,kEk � �kAk; kFk � �kBk; and kGk � �kCk: (2)Let �(A) = kAkkA�1k, and assume��(A) < 1; (3)and �� < 1;1Higham [1] gives �rst order bounds, somewhat less re�ned than those here.



Schur Complements 3where � = 2� 12 (A) + �(A)1 � ��(A) :Let S be the Schur complement of A in P and ~S be the Schur complement of ~Ain ~P . Then k ~S � SkkCk � �+ ��1� �� : (4)Proof. The perturbation G of C accounts for the additive term � in (4). Toderive the other term, it will be convenient to assume G = 0. For brevity we willwrite � for �(A).The �rst step is to obtain a bound on the inverse of the positive de�nite squareroot of ~A. Let � be the smallest eigenvalue of A. From standard perturbationtheory we know that the smallest eigenvalue ~� of ~A satis�es~� � �� kEk = �(1 � ���1kAk) = �(1 � ��) > 0:Thus ~A is positive de�nite and has a positive de�nite square root, the norm ofwhose inverse is k ~A� 12 k =p~��1 = �� 12p1� �� � kA� 12k1� �� : (5)Since ~A = A + E B 0, it is nonsingular, and ~S is well de�ned. Let � bethe least upper bound on k ~S � Sk over all perturbations satisfying (2). Now(A+ E)�1 = A�1 � ~A�1EA�1. Hence on expanding the equation~S = C � (B + F )T(A+ E)�1(B + F );we get ~S = S + FT ~A�1 ~B �BT ~A�1F +BT ~A�1EA�1B:Taking norms and using the bounds (2), we get� � �(k ~A� 12 ~Bkk ~A� 12kkBk+ k ~A� 12Bkk ~A� 12kkBk+ kA� 12Bkk ~A� 12BkkA� 12kk ~A� 12 kkAk);



4 Schur ComplementsIt then follows from (5) thatk ~S � Sk � �1� � 12 ��k ~A� 12 ~BkkA� 12 kkBk+ k ~A� 12BkkA� 12kkBk+ �kA� 12Bkk ~A� 12Bk�: (6)We next show thatkA� 12Bk2; k ~A� 12Bk2; k ~A� 12 ~Bk2 � kCk+ �: (7)To show the �rst inequality note that since S D 0, we must havekCk+ � � kCk � kBTA�1Bk = kA� 12Bk2:For the second inequality, take F = 0. Then k ~S � Sk � �. Since S D 0, we have~S + �I D 0. HencekCk+ � = kC + �Ik � kB ~A�1BTk = k ~A� 12BTk2:The third inequality follows similarly. Combining (6) and (7) we get� � �1 � � 12 ��2kA� 12kkBk(kCk+ �) 12 + �(kCk+ �)�: (8)The next step is to bound kBk. Let x and y be vectors of norm one such thatkBk = yTBx. Then the matrix�xT 00 yT��A BTB C ��x 00 y� = �xTAx xTBTyyTBx yTCy �is positive semide�nite and has nonnegative determinant. It follows thatkBk2 = (yTBx)2 < (xTAx)(yTCy) � kAkkCk: (9)Combining (8) and (9), we get� � �(kCk+ �)�:If this inequality is solved for �, the result is (4).The bound (4) is a normwise relative perturbation bound. However, the error ismeasured relative to kCk. If kSk is comparable to kCk (it cannot be bigger), then



Schur Complements 5�(A) controls the size of the relative perturbation in S. The bound deterioratesas kSk approaches zero. This is to be expected, since if kSk is very much smallerthan kCk the errors G in C can overwhelm S.The structured bounds (2) allow for disparities in scaling: C, for example, maybe much smaller than A [though by (9) kBk must be bounded by the geometricmean of kAk and kCk].The factor (1 � ��) in (4) compensates for the fact that C � B ~A�1BT andC � ~B ~A�1B ~B need not be positive semide�nite. However if C is positive de�nite,then these two matrices are also positive de�nite for all su�ciently small �, andin this case the factor (1� ��) may be deleted. In any event, the asymptotic formof the bound is k ~S � SkkCk <� �+ (2� 12 (A) + �(A))� � 3�(A)�References[1] N.J. Higham. Analysis of the Cholesky decomposition of a semi-de�nite ma-trix. In M.G. Cox and S.J. Hammarling, editors, Reliable Numerical Compu-tation, pages 161{185, Oxford, 1990. Clarenden Press.[2] G. W. Stewart and J.-G. Sun. Matrix Perturbation Theory. Academic Press,Boston, 1990.


